We’re excited to introduce

BGMCGEAR.COM
Custom Decorated Apparel

Now you can choose your own color and style of BGMC apparel!
As a company, it’s often been a challenge to select BGMC-decorated apparel that would appeal
to everyone’s varied sense of fashion. The logistics for keeping different sizes, styles, and colors in
inventory has been just as challenging. But now, with BGMCGear.com, the choices are almost endless!
Now districts, church leaders, and individuals have the opportunity to choose from thousands of unique
BGMC garments—items that really fit their style—without having to order a minimum quantity of 24.
The minimum order is only $99!
So go ahead—mix and match your style, grab a credit card, and help raise awareness for BGMC by
wearing custom-decorated apparel from BGMCGear.com!
Production time averages 2-3 weeks. Prices
shown on site are for undecorated garments.
A $5.50 logo application fee per item will
be added in the cart. Most garments will be
decorated on the left chest, with the standard
BGMC logo heat transfer. These garments are
custom decorated and cannot be returned
unless projects arrive damaged.
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